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Versapak pouches and carriers can be used over 2,000 times. 
The durability of the material used and the added quality of the 
design and manufacturing has proven that Versapak products 
can be reused over and over providing a cost-effective and 
environmentally friendly alternative to single-use envelopes.

Every Versapak pouch, wallet and carrier comes with a 5-year guarantee. Versapak 
products are manufactured using strong, durable materials which means that if in the 
unlikely event your pouch or carrier suffers a manufacturing fault outside of the normal 
wear-and-tear, Versapak will happily repair or replace your faulty items. 

Used to seal Versapak pouches and carriers to ensure  
that the contents remain tamper evident.

Versapak T2 Seals

Made from  
Recycled Plastic
Our state of the art 
moulding machines melt  
down reclaimed, recycled 
material and reprocess  
it to make our T2 Seals.

100% Recyclable
Versapak T2 seals can be 
recycled in exactly the 
same way as any other 
recyclable waste.

Versapak Recycle 
Your Seals Scheme
We offer a free of charge 
service to take back your 
used T2 Security Seals  
to be recycled.
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Versapak Pouches and 
Carriers help save our planet 
and save you money

Save Money 
A customer may have a requirement to move items between 
office locations, which demanded a single-use bag each way  
(5p each way costing 10p in total).

Comparatively, the Versapak solution at a one off cost of £10 
would achieve a cost recovery at just 200 uses compared to  
a traditional envelope. With a lifetime of over 2,000 uses, 
Versapak bags and pouches are extremely cost effective!

Save the Planet 
If you use 1 regular-sized, single-use polythene bag every day 
for 5 years that would be enough to fill the ground of an entire 
football pitch.  

Using one Versapak bag over its lifetime is the equivalent  
to using approx. 20kg single use plastic bags.*

*Based on the use of a Versapak product exceeding 2,000 uses in 
comparison to a 10g weight equivalent traditional single-use bag.



Versapak Recycle Your Seals Scheme
7,000 security seals is equivalent to an average car tyre heading for landfill.

We operate a return and recycle scheme for used plastic seals. We take back all used 
Versapak security seals and regrind them to make new ones.

Help us to reduce plastic waste in 5 simple steps:

1.  Contact us today

2. We send you a free collecting bag

3. Put your used seals in the bag

4. Return the bag to us (freepost)

5. We recycle the seals and return the bag to you 

At Versapak, reducing waste is really important to  
us, so we use our surplus material to make pencil 
cases. We work closely with charities, schools and 
food banks to distribute the pencil cases to less 
fortunate children.

We also take back Versapak bags that have come to 
the end of their use, and repurpose the material to 
make groundsheets for the homeless. Where possible 
we donate used pouches and carriers to charity.

Recycle your Versapak Scheme
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The Planet Mark

Versapak is proud to have been certified 
by The Planet Mark and the Eden Project 
since 2019.

This certification highlights our aim to 
measure, monitor and reduce our carbon 
footprint, and proves our commitment  
to environmental sustainability.

The Planet Mark recognises outstanding 
achievements and commitment to continuous 
improvement in sustainability. It measures a 
business’s carbon footprint and encourages 
reduction on an annual basis. Only those 
companies that can show reduction year- 
on-year are awarded this accolade.

Versapak believes in ethical 
manufacturing and reusable products

•  Versapak pouches and carriers  
are reusable over 2,000 times.  

•  Energy Efficient Injection Moulding 
Machines that manufacture our  
security seals.

•  Versapak Security Seals are  
100% recyclable.

•  Versapak locking mechanism Security 
Seals are made from recycled plastic.

•  Recycle Your Seals Scheme – send us 
back your used Versapak seals and we  
will grind them down to make new ones.

•  Recycle your Versapak Scheme – we use 
scrap material and surplus pouches and 
carriers and re-purpose the material.

Business Improvements

Versapak recognises that our employees 
can make the biggest improvements in 
our sustainability efforts. We encourage 
all members of our team to scrutinise 
all business functions that impact the 
environment, and always strive to reduce 
emissions associated with our business.  



Protecting our rainforests is one of our best  
lines of defence against climate change. 
As a result of our commitment to The Planet Mark, we are supporting Cool Earth a charity 
which is helping rainforest communities to protect nearly 100,000 hectares of biodiversity 
rich rainforest across three continents. 

Behind this huge milestone are thousands of families whose futures have been transformed.

Targets for Next Year:
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